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AndroMouse Desktop
Server is an Android app
that allows you to remote

control your computer
desktop with your Android
phone or tablet. With your

phone, you can control
your mouse and keyboard,
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click buttons, drag and
drop files and do almost
anything else you want.

With AndroMouse Desktop
Server, all you need to do
is install a simple app on

your computer and
connect them together.

Everything else is
managed automatically.

AndroMouse connects to a
computer via Bluetooth or

with the same Wi-Fi
network. You can also
monitor your computer
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remotely. This app is free
to download and use for PC

only, and only supports
Android 4.3 and above.
There's no need to root
your phone as your PC
needs to be updated to

have Java installed for it to
function properly.

AndroMouse Desktop
Server can also connect
wirelessly to TVs via an

HDMI port (only tested on
Samsung TVs). You can

use multiple AndroMouse
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devices to control them all
at the same time.

AndroMouse connects
through a set-up wizard.

The first thing you'll see is
a wizard that lets you know
that you need to install an
app. If it doesn't work, you
don't need to worry about

anything else. You can
control your computer by

moving your phone around
the room, or you can

control it through
Bluetooth or Wi-Fi. When
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the connection is paired,
you can control your
mouse by tapping or
clicking buttons. Key
Features: • Remote

Desktop Control from your
Android • Control the
computer's mouse,

keyboard and all other
functions • Pinch & Zoom •
Custom Shortcuts • Works

with Internet explorer,
Chrome and Safari, too •
Compatible with Android
4.3 and up • Works with
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Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8
and 10 • Capable of

streaming video or music
from your computer

Remote Desktop Control
from your Android Control

the computer's mouse,
keyboard and all other
functions Pinch & Zoom
Custom Shortcuts Works
with Internet explorer,
Chrome and Safari, too

Compatible with Android
4.3 and up Works with
Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8
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and 10 Capable of
streaming video or music

from your computer
Android Feature: Works
with Android 4.3 and up

ChatSync is a proprietary
app that allows you to
transfer information
between an Android

smartphone and computer.
This is an on-going transfer
of data and the amount of

data that is being
transferred is very low. The

key feature of this app
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AndroMouse Server Crack Free

AndroMouse Desktop
Server is a practical and

accessible service, which,
with the help of its mobile-
based counterpart, makes

it possible for you to
transform your Android

smart phone into a remote
control for your computer.
Straightforward installation
and pairing process Before
we get started, you should
know that in order to take
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advantage of what
AndroMouse Desktop

Server has to offer, you
need to make sure that
Java is installed on your

computer. You also need to
make sure that both your

computer and mobile
phone are connected via
Bluetooth or via the same
Wi-Fi network. Subsequent
to its installation, you are

greeted by an overly-
simplistic and compact
main window that offers
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you a minimal set of
information about your

computer's IP address and
the server's status and
name. As expected, the

server app mostly runs in
the background, as most of
the work and configuration
process is achieved using
the mobile app. Comes

with a stripped-down and
unimpressive interface

Toggling between
AndroMouse Desktop

Server's main window tabs,
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you can also password-
protect your connection,
modify the TCP and UDP

port, as well as change the
app's appearance. To

make things even simpler,
the application also

enables you to set custom
shortcut keys. Despite its

simplicity and
straightforward

functionality, we would like
to point out that the actual
interface of the server app
simply looks and feels too
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outdated, especially on
later versions of Windows.
Yes, it does feature system
tray integration, but that is
simply not enough in our

day and age. An improved
form of visual feedback for
your connection, as well as
additional information and

customization options
should also be provided.
Remote control service
that offers you a set of
useful features But, of

course, you cannot judge a
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service only from the
server's standpoint and

you also need to take into
consideration the fact that

AndroMouse's overall
simplicity is exactly what

makes it appealing for
beginners. Once your

computer is linked to your
Android-based device, the
service enables you to use

your phone as a remote
control mouse (you can
click, double-click, right-

click, drag and drop, scroll
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and zoom). Furthermore,
the service provides you

with a very useful wireless
keyboard and some other
self-explanatory mouse
extra features, namely

Function Keys, Speak-to-
Type, Media Remote, File
Browser, Presentation and
Power Remote which all

work great and better than
expected. Not the best

remote control service out
thee, but gets the job done

without fuss b7e8fdf5c8
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Now you can easily control
your mouse using your
mobile phone. Just pair
AndroMouse Desktop
Server with AndroMouse
mobile app on your
Android and enjoy this
feature. AndroMouse
Desktop Server is a useful
and easy-to-use mobile
remote control for desktop
on your computer. You can
use it to control your
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mouse, keyboard, media
remote, file browser and
presentation on your
computer. You can also
view your desktop screen
remotely on your
computer. AndroMouse
Desktop Server is a mobile
remote control software. It
needs Android phone to do
so. You have to install
AndroMouse Desktop
Server on your computer
and when you login, you
need to sign in your IP
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address and password.
AndroMouse Desktop
server supports password
protecting connection.
AndroMouse Desktop
Server Features: 1. It can
be installed on your
computer (WINDOWS OS
and Listed below operating
system are support). 2.
Connection via internet is
supported. 3. IP address
and password is set as
needed. 4. The connection
is enabled to disable at any
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time. 5. Client's desktop
screen can be viewed
remotely. 6. AndroMouse
Server also supports
Screen Lock and shortcuts
to control screen. 7. Send
and receive file,
presentation, text and
audio. 8. It can be use for
presentation. 9. It can be
use to control mouse and
keyboard. 10. It provides
multi-user which support
user has same IP.
AndroMouse Desktop: No
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matter where you are, you
can easily control your
desktop from your mobile
phone using AndroMouse
Desktop Software. It
requires a wireless
keyboard, mouse, and a
mobile phone. It supports
Windows and Mac as well
as Android and iOS. To
enable it, you need to
install it on your computer.
Connection to desktop will
be set automatically.
OneGoodTurn...The Server
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Software: No matter where
you are, you can easily
control your desktop from
your mobile phone using
AndroMouse Desktop
Software. It requires a
wireless keyboard, mouse,
and a mobile phone. It
supports Windows and Mac
as well as Android and iOS.
To enable it, you need to
install it on your computer.
Connection to desktop will
be set automatically.
AndroMouse Client:
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AndroMouse Client: No
matter where you are, you
can easily control your
desktop from your mobile
phone using AndroMouse
Desktop Software. It
requires a wireless
keyboard, mouse, and a
mobile phone. It supports
Windows and Mac as well
as Android and

What's New in the AndroMouse Server?

AndroMouse Desktop
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Server is a free application
that makes it possible for
you to turn your Android
smart phone into a
wireless remote control for
your computer. It is
extremely easy to use and
configure and it supports
Windows operating
systems. This type of app
is perfect for anyone that
wishes to monitor a
computer that is either
turned off or has its CPU
fan running constantly. It is
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also a great solution for
lazy students and many
other computer users that
have Internet access but
do not wish to sit in front of
their computers for hours
on end. The server app is
absolutely free and it does
not require any
installations or downloads.
One of its greatest features
is that it has no user
interface. The app is
basically turned on and
ready to use right away.
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Just turn on your
AndroMouse server and
connect your phone to the
computer via Bluetooth or
Wi-Fi and you are ready to
go. It supports two devices
at the same time and
provides an easy way for
you to switch between
them using the app's main
button. You can also use
the application's
presentation buttons to
mute sounds and visuals,
adjust brightness, play
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music, change the device's
language and audio and
video recorder.
AndroMouse Desktop
Server has more than 20
cool features. It supports
various mouse functions
and it also supports mouse
buttons: buttons, scroll,
click, double-click, right-
click, drag and drop, page
up and page down, home,
end and once. You can also
set it to follow the mouse's
current movement and it
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supports four mouse
acceleration levels.
Furthermore, you can
move freely around the
computer screen using
your phone. You can
quickly zoom in and out
using the "scroll" and
"zoom" buttons and you
can also control the
application's sound
volume, mute sounds and
visuals, set a delay for the
app and display an
interactive bar at the
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bottom. You can also
control the app's right-click
and double-click
functionality. The
application also works
perfectly with Windows 7
and Windows 8. It is
perfectly compatible with
touchscreen devices and it
is compatible with Android
phones and tablets running
on the latest Android
versions. The best part is
that it is completely free.
Supported Android phones:
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The only phone that
AndroMouse Desktop
Server doesn't support yet
is the LG G4. However, we
do know that the service
will be compatible with any
other Android phone that is
running Android 5.0 or
higher. Supported
operating systems:
Windows Mac What's new:
Added support for Windows
10 Added support for more
Android
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8,
Windows 8.1 Processor:
Dual-Core Intel or AMD CPU
2.4GHz or faster Memory:
4GB of RAM Storage: 1GB
of available hard disk
space Graphics: DirectX
9.0 compatible video card
with 1 GB of VRAM (ATI or
Nvidia) Hard Drive: 1GB of
free space Sound Card:
Direct Sound or Windows
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sound device driver
version 7.0 or later
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